Abstract-In this paper, a two-layer network and distributed control method is proposed, where there is a top-layer communication network over a bottom-layer microgrid. The communication network consists of two subgraphs, in which the first is composed of all agents, while the second is only composed of controllable agents. The distributed control laws derived from the first subgraph guarantee the supply-demand balance, while further control laws from the second subgraph reassign the outputs of controllable distributed generators, which ensure active and reactive power are dispatched optimally. However, for reducing the number of edges in the second subgraph, generally a simpler graph instead of a fully connected graph is adopted. In this case, a near-optimal dispatch of active and reactive power can be obtained gradually, only if controllable agents on the second subgraph calculate set points iteratively according to our proposition. Finally, the method is evaluated over seven cases via simulation. The results show that the system performs as desired, even if environmental conditions and load demand fluctuate significantly. In summary, the method can rapidly respond to fluctuations resulting in optimal power sharing.
much attention all over the world [1] . However, the increasing penetration of renewable energy into a conventional grid also results in some negative impacts, such as the increasing fluctuations of voltages. Hence, in general, distributed generators (DGs) using renewable energies, energy storage systems, and other equipment are integrated as a microgrid (MG) first, and then the MG is connected to a main grid, which is called a gridconnected mode [2] , [3] . Certainly, an MG also can operate in an islanded mode, which has been applied in many remote areas and geographical islands. In this case, the control of an islanded MG is more difficult than that of a grid-connected MG, because the uncertainty of environmental conditions or inappropriate operation might cause voltage collapse without any support of the main grid [3] .
In order to ensure MG stability, different control schemes for MGs have been proposed, such as hierarchical control [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , centralized control [9] [10] [11] , and distributed or decentralized control [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In hierarchical control, there are several levels, which are primary control, secondary control, and sometimes tertiary control, where the primary control deals with DGs by local controllers (LCs) independently, while the secondary control maintains the electrical levels in the MG within the required values. Alternatively, in a centralized control scheme, all DGs are communicated with and managed by an MG central controller (MGCC), in which the failure of the MGCC is the most disturbing problem, because its failure may lead to complete loss of MG control. However, the DGs in distributed control only contact with their local neighbors instead of the MGCC. As such, the complexity of communications can be reduced [7] , and the failure of a single LC does not break the whole system down [5] , [13] , [17] .
Therefore, distributed control has attracted much attention. Bidram et al. [14] proposed a multiobjective control framework for an islanded MG, by which the voltage and frequency in the MG were synchronized to the nominal values, and the active and reactive power were dispatched in terms of power ratings of the inverters. In [18] , the dispatch of the reactive power of the DGs in an MG was considered as a cooperative distributed optimization problem that was to minimize the sum of the voltage errors. Shafiee et al. [19] developed a distributed secondary control method based on a networked control system, and their experimental results have shown that the frequency and voltage steady-state errors were eliminated. A distributed control strategy for MGs with voltage source converters was proposed in [15] , which was characterized by using instantaneous power theory. Riverso et al. [20] presented a decentralized control scheme for islanded MGs, where a limited number of LCs had to be adjusted, if a DG was plugged in or out. A distributed architecture for the control of islanded ac MGs was also studied [21] .
Recently, a multi-agent system (MAS) has been introduced for distributed control due to its complete distribution feature. For example, in a system composed of multiMGs, these MGs and power lines were considered as a team of cooperative agents in order to minimize the costs of energy storage among MGs, where convex optimization was used to solve the minimization problem [22] . Bidram et al. [23] described a distributed and adaptive voltage secondary control method with an agent-based communication network that was designed by using operations research techniques. In [24] , distributed secondary voltage and frequency control methods were proposed, which consisted of two parts. If catastrophic disturbances occurred in MGs, an adaptive algorithm was developed to determine the local zones and the optimal strategies at zones first, and then a multi-agent control algorithm was used to maintain a stable voltage [25] . Also, an MAS has been applied to the management of MGs with DGs and price-sensitive loads, in which DGs and loads were modeled as agents, and it was reported that the method was able to satisfy both the economic and the technical requirements of MGs [26] .
Shafiee et al. [27] proposed a cooperative control framework for an ac MG with a cyber network for data exchange, in which a dynamic consensus protocol was applied to regulate voltages and a reactive power regulator was designed to adjust the local droop coefficient dynamically. Their results showed that the global voltage regulation and proportional reactive power sharing were achieved. Also, inspired by cooperative control and average consensus algorithms, Simpson-Porco et al. [28] introduced distributed controllers for secondary frequency and voltage control in islanded MGs, which attained voltage regulation and reactive power sharing. Additionally, a consensus-based distributed voltage control method has been presented in [29] , which guarantees reactive power sharing well, since the rigorous mathematical proof and analysis were provided.
As is known, some methods in the above mentioned papers are too complex to respond to the fluctuations of uncertain environmental conditions or/and load demand rapidly. Therefore, a simple and distributed method that responds to fluctuations rapidly and dispatches active and reactive power optimally is desired. Moreover, many studies have been performed for MGs where droop control is adopted. In contrast, there is little research in MGs where the active and reactive power control (PQ control), and voltage and frequency control (V/F control) are adopted. In this paper, a systematic control method is proposed for islanded MGs where DGs work in PQ or V/F control mode, which is a simple and completely distributed scheme. Furthermore, in the process of dispatch of power, the supply-demand balance is always satisfied and at the same time the fluctuations of the frequency and voltage in the system are minimal. In our method, the MG is considered as the bottom layer of a twolayer model, while a communication network over the MG is considered as the top layer. Note that power flows in the MG that consists of DGs, while information spreads in the communication network that is composed of agents. The structure of the communication network is simple, so it is conveniently established by adding a few communication lines, when power line communication is adopted. Moreover, agents on the network can collect information from the DGs and loads to which they connect through the links between the two layers, and then exchange these information with their neighbors on the communication network.
In this paper, there are four main technical contributions. First, in Section II, a systematic method is given, which consists of two parts. One is the rules to establish a communication network, and the other is the method to derive two sets of control laws based on the communication network. Second, two theorems are proved that ensure the power balance after adjustments through the secondary control, because it is desired that the outputs of the V/F DG return to zero gradually, after it injects or absorbs power into/from the system instantaneously, which is achieved by the secondary control. Third, optimal power dispatch can be obtained when the proposed control laws are applied. If the communication network is a fully connected network, after this control laws are used only once, the optimal power dispatch will be reached, as Theorem 3 states. On the other hand, if the network is not fully connected, the optimal power dispatch can be obtained by iterations, as shown in Proposition 1. Furthermore, the convergence rate is fast enough. Finally, a test bed is established in MATLAB/Simulink, which is a radial islanded MG. According to the results, it can be found that the system operates well, where the voltage and the frequency stay in a normal range, even if both environmental conditions and load demand fluctuate dramatically.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, at first, the structure of a communication network is given and the steps of how a communication network is established are described. Next, three theorems and a proposition are presented, which state how the control laws are obtained and how active and reactive power can be dispatched optimally. Section III introduces the structure of the MG and the parameters of DGs for simulations. Later, seven cases are designed to evaluate the performance of the control laws, in which some extreme situations are involved in Section IV, and then the simulation results are analyzed and discussed. Section V concludes the paper.
II. CONTROL METHOD FOR MGS
This section introduces some terms and the topology of a communication network first. Next, how the distributed control laws for agents are derived from the communication network is investigated, where three theorems and a proposition are presented.
A. Topology of Communication Network
In our method, a two-layer model is employed, as shown in Fig. 1 , where the top layer is a communication network for information transmission, while the bottom layer is the MG for power transmission. Generally speaking, most of DGs in an MG, such as photovoltaic (PV) systems or wind turbines (WTs), rely on renewable energies for power generation. However, environmental conditions always change over time, so the outputs of these DGs are uncertain. Therefore, these types of DGs are regarded as uncontrollable DGs. Conversely, there is another type of DGs, such as microturbines, which are considered as controllable DGs for their outputs can be controlled in terms of instructions. For an islanded MG, a battery energy storage system (BESS) working in a V/F control mode is generally needed, which provides the frequency and voltage references for the MG. Hence, it is regarded as a partially controllable DG.
On the other hand, there is a communication network A = G(V, E) over the MG, which is a weighted and directed graph with n agents, where V is the set of agents (nodes) and E is the set of edges. In this paper, it is assumed that an agent is composed of communication devices together with a local control processor. Moreover, the agents who connect to uncontrollable DGs are referred as uncontrollable agents, while the agents who connect to controllable DGs and partially controllable DG are called controllable and partially controllable agents, respectively. The communication network in our model consists of two parts: 1) the subgraph A, in which the uncontrollable agents have outgoing edges but they do not have any ingoing edges, because uncontrollable agents never calculate and regulate the outputs of uncontrollable DGs to which they connect, while the controllable agents do not have any outgoing edges to uncontrollable agents, but have selfloops. It is worth noting that the weight on an edge from an agent i to j is w ij , i = j, while the weight on a self-loop is always one, namely w ii = 1; and 2) the subgraph A with m nodes, is composed of only controllable agents, where each agent has both outgoing and ingoing edges. Note that self-loops in A are shared in this subgraph, while the weights on all edges in A are always one. Therefore, this subgraph is a strongly connected and directed graph, since there exists a directed path from an agent i to an agent j and a directed path from j to i for every pair of agents i, j. Moreover, each agent connects to a DG and a load through the links between two layers, where the arrows on the dashed lines (see Fig. 1 ) indicate the direction of information transmission. Thus, it cannot only acquire present states of a DG and a load to which it connects, but also send instructions to regulate the DG. Furthermore, agents also can exchange the information acquired with their neighbors on the communication network. Additionally, in our model, each agent basically handles a DG and a load, so the number of agents is equal to that of DGs and that of loads, which allows the sizes of matrices for the control laws to be equal. However, it is possible that the number of loads is greater than that of agents or DGs. In this case, a few loads nearby need to be regarded as a large load and then it is connected to an agent. On the contrary, if the number of loads is less than that of agents, some virtual loads with zero demand can be added to the MG in order to satisfy the requirement.
B. Distributed Control Laws
After a communication network is established, a set of control laws for agents should be derived from the network. Moreover, if the control laws are applied by agents to adjust the outputs of controllable DGs at each time, the system will be balanced and more importantly the outputs of controllable DGs are proportional to their maximal capacities, i.e., active and reactive power are optimally shared among controllable DGs. In this paper, we derive two sets of control laws from two subgraphs for controllable agents via the following two steps. First, the set points of controllable DGs at next time step are calculated by controllable agents on A according to the first set of control laws, which balances the system. And then the agents on A recalculate the set points of controllable DGs according to the second set of control laws, which allows active and reactive power to be dispatched optimally.
As mentioned above, the communication network consists of two subgraphs. For the subgraph A, it is a weighted and directed graph with n agents (nodes). An n × n matrix W is employed to describe the relations between nodes and indicate the weights on directed edges, in which if there is an edge from a node i to a node j, the entry is
where u i is the number of outgoing edges of a node i. Otherwise, w ij = 0. However, the weight on a self-loop is w ii = 1. Generally, the matrix W is not symmetrical, because there are not always two edges between every pair of nodes. But the sum of all elements in the ith row of W is always one
Also, W T represents the transpose of the matrix W . Furthermore, we define an n × n and diagonal matrix B to indicate the type of an agent. In other words, when an agent i is a controllable agent, the corresponding entry b ii is one. Otherwise, it is zero, when an agent is an uncontrollable agent or a partially controllable agent. Consecutively, a set of controllable agents can be defined as V = {T (B · V )} ∈ V , while the set of uncontrollable agents is V = V \ V . Here, V \ V means to obtain the complement of V in V and V = [v i ] n ×1 is an n × 1 column vector composed of n nodes, while T (·) is a function to return all nonzero elements in a vector.
Additionally, we deem the system is balanced, if the sum of outputs of controllable DGs at next time step t + 1 is equal to the difference between the total amounts of load demand and the sum of outputs of uncontrollable DGs at time t
where
] n ×1 are active power, reactive power, active load demand, and reactive load demand column vectors, respectively, while I is an n × n identity matrix. As is known, there is a V/F DG in an islanded MG, which provides system losses in order to maintain the frequency and voltage constant in the system. In terms of the V/F control method, if there are errors between the frequency, voltage and their references, the V/F DG will inject or absorb power into/from the MG instantaneously in order to eliminate errors and then maintain the constant outputs. However, it is desired that the outputs of the V/F DG return to zero gradually, after it injects or absorbs power into/from the system instantaneously, which is achieved by the secondary control. Following this idea, a parameter γ = −1 is added between the V/F DG and its agent, before the agent sends this information to neighbors.
In this way, the outputs of the V/F DG are considered as loads and then shared by controllable DGs. Consequently, based on the subgraph A, the following control laws can be derived for controllable agents:
and a theorem is determined. Theorem 1: Let A be a weighted and directed subgraph with n agents, where agents are controllable, partially controllable or uncontrollable. Assume the kth agent is a partially controllable agent. If controllable agents calculate the set points of controllable DGs at next time step according to the control laws (4), then the system is balanced, namely, satisfying (3) .
Proof: For (4), if both sides of the equation are summed up, respectively, we have
According to (2), the above equation can be reexpressed as follows:
Similarly, the other expression in (4) can be proved in exactly the same manner. Apparently, if controllable agents apply (4) to adjust the outputs of controllable DGs, the system will be balanced. However, it is not always certain that active and reactive power are dispatched optimally among them, i.e., the outputs of controllable DGs are proportional to their capacities. Hence, the set points obtained in terms of (4) are recalculated based on the subgraph A, before the controllable agents regulate the outputs of controllable DGs.
The subgraph A is composed of m controllable agents, so an m × m matrix Z = [z ij ] m ×m is used to represent the relations among controllable agents. The matrix Z is a symmetrical matrix, because it is a strongly connected and directed graph. Furthermore, the entries in the matrix are either ones or zeros, i.e., if there are two edges between each pair of nodes, then the two corresponding entries are ones. Otherwise, they are zeros. And the diagonal entries of the matrix Z are ones due to the shared self-loops. Additionally, an m × m and diagonal (4) . Meanwhile, P also corresponds to the nonzero elements of the column vector B · P (t + 1). According to the subgraph A, we can derive the following control laws:
where P (t + 1) is the set points that controllable agents on A recalculate, diag(·) denotes a function that creates a diagonal matrix from a corresponding vector and
. In (7), information of neighbors of a controllable agent and that of neighbors of their neighbors on A are involved, which is acquired by information exchange among neighbors for reducing the number of links. If "P " in (7) is replaced by "Q," the control laws for reactive power will be obtained. Consequently, it yields the theorem below.
Theorem 2: Let A be the subgraph with m controllable agents in the graph A = G(V, E). If controllable agents on A recalculate set points of controllable DGs according to the control laws (7), then the system is still balanced, namely, satisfying
Proof: According to (7), the set point of the kth controllable DG can be recalculated as follows:
Therefore, the sum of outputs of all controllable DGs takes form
Also, according to graph theory, the degree of a node is the sum of all elements in the jth column or the jth row of Z, so we have
Applying the above condition (10) to (9), the final result can be obtained as follows:
From Theorem 2, it can be found that the system is still balanced, after recalculating the set points of all controllable DGs in terms of the control laws (7). Furthermore, the control laws (7) also can make active and reactive power are shared optimally among controllable DGs, i.e., the outputs of controllable DGs are proportional to their capacities.
Theorem 3: If the subgraph A is a fully connected graph, then the outputs of controllable DGs are proportional to their capacities, i.e., h 1 = h 2 = · · · = h m , after the control laws (7) is applied to recalculate the set points of controllable DGs.
Proof: If the subgraph A is a fully connected graph, then the matrix Z is a matrix in which all entries are one, namely,
Moreover, in this case, all degrees of nodes in the subgraph A are equal
If a controllable agent k recalculates the set point of the controllable DG to which it connects according to (7) or (8), then the coefficient h k is
Applying the condition (11) and (12) to (13), we can obtain
Therefore, according to (14) , we have
so the outputs of controllable DGs are proportional to their capacities, i.e., active and reactive power are dispatched optimally. In summary, there are two steps in finding the control laws that are used to calculate the set points of controllable DGs at next time. In the first step, a set of control laws (4) are obtained based on the subgraph A, which guarantees the system to be balanced after the secondary control. However, it would be possible that not all outputs of controllable DGs were proportional to their capacities, if the control laws (4) were used to calculate the set points. Therefore, the second step is employed to slightly reassign the outputs among controllable DGs, which ensures active and reactive power are dispatched optimally. In other words, controllable agents on the subgraph A exchange the values of set points obtained from the first step, and then recalculate the set points of controllable DGs in terms of (7). After these two steps, controllable agents adjust the outputs of controllable DGs to which they connect according to the set points obtained at the second step.
On the other hand, if subgraph A is not a fully connected graph, then proportions of the outputs of controllable DGs to their capacities are not identical, after the second step is applied once. However, if the values of the set points of controllable DGs can be exchanged and calculated iteratively by controllable agents on the subgraph A for several times after the second step, then the proportions will approach each other. In other words, the set points of controllable DGs after Proof: According to (7), the outputs of controllable DGs after three iterations are and each entry in Y is calculated, we can obtain the following matrix: 
In fact, as m increases, the Proposition 1 still holds. Furthermore, the structure of the subgraph A is the structure with the least edges and at the same time keeps the subgraph A connected without isolated nodes. If other structure that is not a fully connected graph is adopted, the degrees of nodes on A need to be identical. [30] [31] [32] that work in the PQ control mode, while the five uncontrollable DGs are PVs and permanent magnet synchronous generator WTs, which all work in the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control mode. Furthermore, the partially controllable DG is implemented by a BESS, which can inject or/and absorb power into/from the MG in order to maintain the voltage and the frequency constant. When the MG is established in MATLAB/Simulink, physical constraints of these DGs are also considered. For example, the outputs of each DG cannot exceed its maximal capacity and the outputs of controllable DGs cannot be less than zero, even if the set points are less than zero. Moreover, the instantaneous output of the BESS is limited and there is a capacity constraint, when the BESS charges or discharges.
Finally, all parameters of these DGs and loads are listed in Table I . It is worth noting that the large loads are arranged near the DGs with small capacities, while the small loads near the DGs with large capacities. In this case, it is more difficult to satisfy the supply-demand balance and the optimal power dispatch in the MG by the distributed control laws.
Throughout simulations, it is assumed that all uncontrollable DGs do not produce any reactive power, because the control of the active and reactive power of WTs and PVs is decoupled, while the line voltage and the frequency in the MG are set at 380 V and 50 Hz, respectively. Furthermore, the line losses in the MG are considered, since the line impedance is set at 0.169 + j0.07 Ω/km. Note that the MG system works in a balanced state initially.
Furthermore, on the subgraph A, uncontrollable agents send their information to controllable agents once in every 10 ms, and then controllable agents calculate the set points of controllable DGs in terms of (4). Thereafter, this information is exchanged by controllable agents on A and the set points of controllable DGs are recalculated according to (7) . On the other hand, note that in the period of time when information is not transmitted on the subgraph A, controllable agents on the subgraph A send the current values of set points of controllable DGs to their neighbors at every 1 ms. Furthermore, the set points of controllable DGs are recalculated iteratively according to (7) and then the outputs of controllable DGs are regulated. In this way, active and reactive power are dispatched approximately optimally among controllable DGs gradually, even if the communication network is not a fully connected network, as the Proposition 1 states.
IV. RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of our method, seven cases are designed, in which the relationship between the changes of environmental conditions and the performance is studied first, and then the fluctuations of load demand are considered, and also how both the environmental conditions and load demand influence the performance at the same time is investigated. Later, our method is tested, when different topologies of communication networks are applied. Furthermore, time delays, package losses, and link failures are considered, respectively. Finally, all results are shown and discussed.
A. Case 1: Environmental Conditions Fluctuations
In the MG, there are two PVs and three WTs, whose outputs rely on environmental conditions. In this case, the outputs of uncontrollable DGs are designed and shown in Fig. 2(a) . Simulations are performed to study the impact of environmental conditions on the system, when the network A = G(V, E) in Fig. 1(a) is employed as the communication network and the control laws (4) and (7) are applied. According to Theorem 1, the first set of control laws (4) is as follows:
Before Theorem 2 is applied, the following matrices need to be written first: (17) Thus, the second set of control laws (7) can be written in terms of (8) one by one.
The results are shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c), where Fig. 2(b) shows the outputs of controllable DGs, while Fig. 2(c) shows the frequency of the system and the line voltages at the head and the tail of the bus, which are represented by the voltages of Load2 and Load12, respectively. From Fig. 2 , it can be seen that the system operates well, because the voltage and the frequency remain constant, and they always stay at 380 V and 50 Hz, respectively, throughout simulations. Moreover, the outputs of all controllable DGs remain smooth and they are proportional to their capacities, which means the control laws can adjust controllable DGs accurately to follow the fluctuations of environmental conditions. Therefore, the outputs of the V/F DG are always zero, i.e., it does not need to inject or absorb any power into/from the system.
B. Case 2: Load Demand Fluctuations
As is known, if load demand fluctuates significantly, the voltage and the frequency in the system will be influenced negatively. But it offers an effective way to test the performance of the control laws. Hence, during simulations, the load demand is scheduled as follows: 1) t = 2 s: All active and reactive power loads increase by 20%, 2) t = 4 s: Load 1 and Load 6 are cut from the MG, 3) t = 6 s: All active and reactive power loads decrease by 20%, 4) t = 8 s: Load 1 and Load 6 are connected to the MG, while the outputs of all uncontrollable DGs are always at 40% of their capacities.
Under these settings, simulations are carried out on Network 1 and the results are shown in Fig. 3 . Unlike the smooth voltage and frequency in Fig. 2 , in this case, the voltage and the frequency fluctuate significantly at some instances, but the fluctuations are short-lived, when load demand changes dramatically. However, the voltage and the frequency at other times are smooth. Additionally, the fluctuations of outputs of the V/F DG are similar to those of voltages, but it can be seen that the outputs of the V/F DG return to zero, after it injects or absorbs power instantaneously, because its outputs are shared by controllable DGs. In simulations, agents corresponding to uncontrollable and partially controllable DGs always send their information to the agents of controllable DGs. Thereafter, controllable agents calculate the set points of controllable DGs according to these information, and then they send the values to other controllable agents, as shown in the subgraph A. Finally, controllable agents recalculate the set points after receiving these values and regulate the outputs of controllable DGs at next time. Therefore, the outputs of all controllable DGs, active and reactive power, are dispatched very well, as shown in Fig. 3(b) .
C. Case 3: Both Environmental Conditions and Load Demand Fluctuations
In previous two cases, when either environmental conditions or load demand changes over time, the control laws can respond rapidly to the fluctuations in the system and keep the system stable. However, in this case the performance of the control laws is investigated, when both environmental conditions and load demand fluctuate at the same time, which is a severe test for the control laws. In this case, the settings for environmental conditions follow those in Case 1, while the settings for load demand take those in Case 2. Simulations are carried out on Network 1 under these settings and the results are shown in Fig. 4 .
From the results, it can be found that the system runs well, where the voltages and the frequency in Fig. 4(c) vary slightly, except the extreme situations when the load demand fluctuates dramatically. But, even in these situations, the voltages and the frequency still keep in a normal range. Furthermore, the outputs of all controllable DGs are approximately proportional to their capacities according to the Proposition 1, since the subgraph A in Fig. 1 is not a fully connected graph. If a fully connected subgraph is applied, those outputs are completely proportional to their capacities. On the other hand, there are 30 edges in a fully connected subgraph, in contrast to six edges in the currently used subgraph A. Moreover, if the power line communication is employed, the edges that need to be added are much less than those in a fully connected subgraph.
Additionally, as shown in Fig. 4(a) , the outputs of the V/F DG return to zero, after immediate power injection or absorption, which is consistent with our expectation. This is because controllable DGs share the outputs of the V/F DG that are considered as loads in terms of the method mentioned in Section II. In summary, the control laws can handle the situations very well, when both environmental conditions and load demand fluctuate over time. Even if there are some extreme variations in the system, the system still remains stable.
D. Case 4: The Topologies of Communication Networks Versus the Performance of the System
As shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c), two different communication networks are designed to evaluate the relationship between the topologies of networks and the performance of the system. Compared with the original network in Fig. 1(a) , Network 2 is added more edges on the subgraph A, while the subgraph A remains the same. On the other hand, in Network 3, the subgraph A does not change, while the subgraph A is replaced by a fully connected network. Here, all settings follow those in Case 3.
The simulation results obtained on two networks are shown in Fig. 5 , when both environmental conditions and load demand fluctuate over time. From the results, it can be found that the outputs of controllable DGs and voltages and frequency are almost the same when different communication networks are adopted, which means our method is not associated with topologies of networks strongly. Therefore, it is more convenient to design a communication network without many restrictions.
E. Case 5: Impacts of Time Delays When Both Environmental Conditions and Load Demand Fluctuate
In a real-communication network, sometimes time delays are unavoidable when information is transmitted on the network. For our method, the communication network over the MG plays an important role in order to ensure the system performs well. Therefore, in this section, how time delays influence the performance of the MG is studied, when both environmental conditions and load demand fluctuate over time, where the settings follow those in Case 3. Moreover, a fixed time delay α occurs, which is implemented by a block called Variable Integer Delay in MATLAB/Simulink, once information is transmitted from one agent to another at each time step.
In order to test the control laws, different time delays, α = 10, 20, 30 ms, are applied in the system. For sake of simplicity, only voltages and frequency in simulation results are shown in Fig. 6 . Compared with the results without time delays, the fluctuations of voltages and frequency last longer, after a large change occurs. But eventually voltages and frequency return to prescribed values gradually and they always stay in a normal range. Furthermore, from Fig. 6 , it can be noticed that the longer the time delays are, the longer the fluctuations last. This is because agents at time t always deal with the information acquired at time t − α. In this case, it is difficult for agents to take effective actions to respond to the changes in the system immediately.
F. Case 6: Impacts of Package Losses When Both Environmental Conditions and Load Demand Fluctuate
When a communication network does not work stably, e.g., network congestion occurs, package losses may occur. In this case, the influence of package losses on performance is investigated, when both environmental conditions and load demand fluctuate over time, where the settings follow those in Case 3. Here, it is assumed that the probability of package losses on the subgraph A is 0.5, when information transmits on the communication network. According to the statistical results in Fig. 7 , it is seen that the fluctuations of outputs of controllable DGs increase significantly, but its large-scale behavior is still similar to that without any package losses. Meanwhile, voltages and frequency in the system vary more, but they still stay in a normal range.
G. Case 7: Link Failures Versus the Performance of the System
As mentioned in the previous case, the change of topologies of networks does not affect the performance of the system significantly. However, it is important to clarify how link failures influence the performance of the system if they occur, when the system is running. Therefore, we investigate the impact of link failures on the performance, when the links e 64 and e 8, 10 on the subgraph A are broken at t = 3 and then are restored at t = 7, while the other settings follow those in Case 3. As shown in Fig. 8 , we can see that the system still works well, even if two links fail. On the other hand, it should be emphasized that isolated agents on the network are not allowed, and for such extreme failure the system will malfunction.
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a networked and distributed control model for islanded MGs, which consists of two layers, i.e., the bottom layer is the MG, while the top layer is the communication network composed of agents. The communication network is a key component of our method, which is composed of two subgraphs A and A, where the controllable agents and their self-loops are shared by these two subgraphs. Correspondingly, the set points of controllable DGs at next time are obtained by two steps. At first, uncontrollable agents on the subgraph A send their collected information to controllable agents. When they receive this information, they calculate the set points of controllable DGs in terms of the control laws (4). Thereafter, controllable agents on the subgraph A exchange these values with their neighbors. And then the latest set points of controllable DGs are recalculated by controllable agents according to the control laws (7) . Consequently, they are applied to regulate the outputs of controllable DGs at next time by the controllable agents.
In our model, the communication network plays an important role, so the method of how to construct the two subgraphs is given first. Once the network is established, one can obtained the control laws in terms of Theorems 1 and 2, which guarantee that the system are balanced after the secondary control, only if the control laws are employed by agents to adjust the outputs of controllable DGs. On the other hand, these two theorems do not provide any information about if active and reactive power are dispatched optimally, i.e., the outputs of controllable DGs are proportional to their capacities. Therefore, Theorem 3 is proved, which states that the outputs of controllable DGs are completely proportional to their capacities after the control laws (7) are applied once, if the subgraph A is a fully connected graph.
In order to evaluate the performance of the control laws, seven cases are designed, where in the first two cases, either environmental conditions or load demand fluctuates, while in the last five cases, both environmental conditions and load demand change at the same time. From the simulation results that we obtained, the system always operates well. In other words, the voltages and the frequency stay close to the prescribed values, and are always kept in a normal range, even if environmental conditions and load demand vary dramatically. Furthermore, active and reactive power are shared approximately optimally by controllable DGs in terms of Proposition 1, even if the subgraph A is not a fully connected graph, due to reducing the number of edges in the subgraph. In summary, our method cannot only respond to those changes of environmental conditions and load demand rapidly, but also allows active and reactive power to be dispatched approximately optimally. For future work, considering a distributed control method with optimal dispatch in a competitive environment is a significant question.
